Editorial: Current Trends in Mathematical Modeling of High-Temperature Thermal Therapies
We are delighted to present this special issue of The Open Biomedical Engineering (TOBEJ) focused on the current trends in mathematical modeling of high-temperature thermal therapies (ablation therapies). Clinical application and research of these therapies has seen rapid growth in the last decade, particularly for applications of cardiac arrhythmia (cardiac catheter ablation) and cancer treatment Both studies (Strigel et al. and González Suárez et al.) aim to assist the development of new RF applicators via computer simulations. The models allow rapid evaluation of different parameters and can suggest improvements in electrode design, thereby reducing the amount of experimental work that is required. In this respect, the research of groups focused on the accurate characterization of physical properties of biological tissues is a key piece.
In addition to the above applications, the mathematical models can also serve as teaching aid. Some results, such as temperature isotherms and their change during the procedure allows students as well as end-users (physicians) to better understand the biophysics of the procedure, thereby aiding the teaching and more effective use of the devices.
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